ABSTRACT Aggressive driving, amongst inappropriate driving behaviors, is largely responsible for leading to traffic accidents, which threatens both the safety and property of human beings. With the objective to reduce traffic accidents and improve road safety, effective and reliable aggressive driving recognition methods, which enables the development of driving behavior analysis and early warning systems, are urgently needed. Most recently, the research focus of aggressive recognition has shifted to the use of vehicle motion data, which has emerged as a new tool for traffic phenomenon explanation. As aggressive driving corresponds to sudden variations in data, they can be recognized based on the recorded vehicle motion data. In this paper, several kinds of anomaly recognition algorithms are studied and compared, using the motion data collected by the accelerometer and gyroscope of a smartphone mounted on the vehicle. Gaussian mixture model (GMM), partial least squares regression (PLSR), wavelet transformation, and support vector regression (SVR) are considered as the representative algorithms of statistical regression, time series analysis, and machine learning, respectively. These algorithms are evaluated by the three widely used validation metrics, including F 1 -score, precision, and recall. The empirical results show that GMM, PLSR, and SVR are promising methods for aggressive driving recognition. GMM and SVR outperform PLSR when only single-source dataset is used. The improvement of F 1 -score is almost 0.1. PLSR performs the best when multi-source datasets are used, and the F 1 -score is 0.77. GMM and SVR are more robust to hyperparameter. In addition, incorporating multi-source datasets helps improve the accuracy of aggressive driving behavior recognition.
I. INTRODUCTION
Deaths caused by traffic accidents have been kept at a high level. According to the global status report on road safety 2015 [1] released by the World Health Organization, road traffic injuries claims more than 1.2 million lives each year and have a huge impact on health. Part of the reason for traffic injuries is due to the improper driving behavior of drivers. The aggressive driving behavior is an important factor that easily leads to dangerous driving. The media and the public have also paid enough attention to this dangerous behavior. It is worth noting that aggressive driving generally does not cause serious bodily harm to people directly, thus it is not obvious enough to arouse people's vigilance. However, it does not mean that aggressive driving behavior has no impact on traffic safety. On the contrary, the aggressive driving behavior is a hidden but important danger in modern road traffic safety.
At present, the research on aggressive driving behavior mainly focuses on two aspects. One is to conduct a questionnaire-based survey on drivers. The other is a small sample of real cars or simulator experiments. The main problem with the first method is that the questionnaire usually reflects the subjective views of the driver rather than the actual performance of the driver on the road. The second method is generally to control the driving environment man-ually to urge the driver to make more aggressive driving behavior. In contrast, the second analysis method can avoid the deviation caused by the drivers' own attitude. But there is an inevitable problem in either of the above methods at present, that is the definition and determination method of aggressive driving behavior is not clear until now.
Many vague definitions of aggressive driving behavior still exist. Among them, the definition of aggressive driving by NHTSA is 'a driving method that endangers or tends to endanger personal and property safety' [2] . And Tasca [3] propose a definition that is 'A driving behavior is aggressive if it is deliberate, likely to increase the risk of collision and is motivated by impatience, annoyance, hostility and/or an attempt to save time'. In particular, violent exchanges arising from traffic disputes where the intent is to harm another road user (i.e. ''road rage.'') is considered as a criminal act that should be dealt with by law instead of traffic regulations. In general, most people agree that the following behaviors are aggressive driving behaviors:1) Over-speed; 2) Frequent or sudden lane changes;3) Abnormal acceleration and deceleration;4) Inappropriate overtaking behavior, etc. [3] . In addition, some studies have recognized that the use of appropriate feedback can change the drivers' driving style [4] , thus reducing the aggressive driving behavior. Based on the above point of view, to develop an aggressive driving behavior driving feedback system, the first problem is how to identify the aggressive driving state.
In the way of situational experiments, many studies have used simulators to simulate the behavior of drivers in aggressive driving to study the effectiveness of these methods [5] - [7] . Comparatively fewer studies using real vehicle data for analysis. Based on the data collected, many judgment methods have been put forward. However, most of these methods are aimed at continuous aggressive driving behavior, while there are few researches to compare these methods.
In addition, some researches [8] , [9] based on the questionnaire draw lessons from the field of psychology. These studies generally focus on finding the influencing factors of aggressive driving behavior (e.g. driver age, driving years), rather than on identifying the moment when aggressive driving occurs. These results usually depend on the quality of the questionnaire. At the same time, some subjective deviation of drivers may affect the results of the analysis. In addition, the questionnaire-based method is mainly used for qualitative analysis of aggressive driving behavior, which has no advantage in quantitative analysis. Due to the complexity of the causes of aggressive driving behavior, the behavior evaluation method based on the subjective feelings of drivers is difficult to provide theoretical support for further research without systematic research and verification.
Besides the questionnaire-based method and the driving simulator method, the related studies can also be divided into two categories. One kind is the method of establishing a simplified physical road and vehicle model. Eboli et al. [10] constructs an aggressive driving behavior discrimination model which uses the speed and acceleration features of the vehicle. The model was verified by a set of real vehicle experiment data. Cerni and Bassani [11] considered the road design hypothesis that ''drivers will follow the road alignment with trajectories centered in the lane''. The possible driving errors or unexpected or undesired behaviors will be recognized by comparing the actual 'operating trajectory' with the 'designed trajectory'.
The other type is the data-driven methods. Lee and Jang [12] designed a driving behavior recognition framework for large-scale datasets. The driving event recognition was divided into three steps: abrupt detection, automatic encoding, and two-level clustering. The cluster with high aggressive driving potential is extracted from the vehicle sensor data of taxis. Feng et al. [13] utilized vehicle longitudinal jerk (change rate of acceleration) to identify aggressive drivers. The frequency of abnormal gas or brake pedal events are used to analyze aggressive driving behavior. Then the high correlation between these two groups of variables are obtained. González et al. [14] uses real vehicle data to verify that the GMM model can be used in the recognition of aggressive driving behavior. They built a classifier capable of detecting aggressive behavior from the driving signal. This classifier achieves a success rate up to 92%. Benavent et al. [15] established a logistic model of traffic accidents related to aggressive driving with road characteristics (road type, number of lanes, type of median, etc.). Eftekhari and Ghatee [16] built a system based on smartphone IMU (Inertial measurement unit). According to the results of the self-reported questionnaire of the Driver Anger Scale (DAS), the driver's behavior is classified into three categories: safety, semi-aggression and aggression. The mixture of Discrete Wavelet Transformation and Adaptive Neural Fuzzy Inference System is used to identify the driving behavior. The proposed system recognizes the whole driving behavior pattern with 92% accuracy without evaluating the maneuver one by one. At the same time, if there is no longitudinal acceleration data, the driver's behavior will not be recognized successfully, while the result will not be disturbed when the gyroscope is not available. These papers are characterized by the use of algorithms in different fields and have achieved some results on aggressive driving behavior. These papers tend to use accuracy as a measure and consider both normal and abnormal behavior. However, for the recognition of aggressive driving behavior, we actually pay more attention to abnormal behavior than normal behavior. At this time, the result of accuracy, which includes both normal behavior and abnormal behavior, may not be what we really want.
Aiming at the identification of driving behaviors, we can divide the driving behavior into two types. One is continuous behavior, such as over speeding. The observed indicators remained stable for a period. It must be determined by a certain threshold whether the state is abnormal or not. The other type is abrupt behavior, such as sudden lane change, abnormal acceleration, and deceleration, etc. The abrupt aggressive driving behavior means that the occurrence of this state will bring about a sudden change in the vehicle's motion state. VOLUME 7, 2019 From the view of data, these behaviors are more likely to be recognized. Since the characteristics of the second type are more obvious, the results obtained through algorithm analysis are more reliable.
Considering that many previous studies on aggressive driving behavior do not focus on abnormal behavior during driving, but on the whole driving process, this paper attempts to pay more attention to unusual behaviors. Meanwhile, many classification algorithms are widely used in the field of abrupt aggressive driving behavior recognition, while other types of algorithms are less studied. This study will focus on the regression and clustering algorithms which have the potential to identify abnormal driving behavior. Therefore, starting from the abrupt aggressive driving behavior, the objective of this study is to 1) extracting abrupt aggressive driving behaviors from the whole driving behavior; 2) compare some anomaly detection algorithms in abrupt aggressive driving behaviors recognition; 3) find out the relationship between abrupt aggressive driving behavior and vehicle motion data. Specifically, the results of this study will be helpful to the development of a driving state recognition system, as well as to the further study of the mechanism, forecast, and early warning of aggressive driving behavior. The rest of the study is structured as follows. In the second section, a conceptual framework has been proposed. Also, some details of the methods used in this paper was given. The third part introduces the data sources and experimental results. Afterward, the performance of each algorithm is compared. Finally, the fourth part summarizes the main findings of this study and discusses the future work.
II. METHODOLOGY A. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
For the purpose of selecting the best aggressive driving behavior recognition method from several representative algorithms and evaluate the prediction accuracy of several algorithms, we divide the work into four main parts.
1. Pre-processing the data. The data that located at the front and the back of the whole driving process will be eliminated.
2. Modeling the data by using several representative algorithms: GMM, PLSR, Wavelet, SVR. These algorithms include representative statistical regression, time series analysis, and machine learning algorithms. In addition, the residuals of the predicted values in a normal driving state should be mostly at a lower level, while only a small number of residual values deviate from normal values. Then the deviation of the predicted residual is calculated to determine whether the data is in an abnormal state. In that part, the Sum Squares Residual (SSR) was used as the metric, which is shown in Equation (1) .
where y is the real value,ŷ is the predicted value. 3. When the modeling is completed, F 1 -score, the harmonic average of precision and recall, followed by Equation (2), are used as criteria. F 1 -score is specific in that it pays more attention to positive samples, while negative samples correctly classified will not affect it, which means F 1 -score can be well applied to anomaly recognition, since abnormal samples are always far less than normal samples.
where P is Precision, the fraction of relevant instances among the retrieved instances. R is Recall, the fraction of relevant instances that have been retrieved over the total amount of relevant instances.
4. The parameters of the algorithm will be adjusted until finding the optimal result. The conceptual framework is shown in FIGURE 1. 
B. ALGORITHMS INVOLVED IN COMPARISON
The algorithms selected in this paper should have at least one of the following characteristics: 1) the algorithm should be a regression or at least be able to calculate the predicted residual in order to facilitate the comparison of algorithms using a uniform standard, 2) the algorithm should have potential in driving behavior recognition or anomaly detection, and 3) the algorithm should be a representative algorithm in the corresponding field. Finally, four algorithms are applied to this comparative study.
1) GAUSSIAN MIXED MODEL
González et al. [14] use GMM model fitting data from a vehicle. They have proved that aggressive driving behavior can be detected by monitoring external driving signals, such as lateral and longitudinal acceleration and speed. According to their conclusion, this model has applicability to specific driving signals (speed, longitudinal and lateral acceleration), driver, and road type. The GMM model is defined as follows.
With the random variable X , the mixed Gaussian model can be expressed by Equation (3) .
where N (x|µ k , k ) was called the k-th component in the hybrid model. The number K is the number of normal distributions used to fit the data.π k is mixture coefficient and satisfies the condition shown in Equation (4) .
where π k corresponding to the weight of each component. The process of using GMM to recognize abnormal condition is somewhat different from other algorithms. The most important thing is that GMM, as an unsupervised learning method, does not need to input dependent variables and independent variables at the same time. Therefore, the whole process of the algorithm is as follows.
1. Set the range of number components K 2. Use the number k in the range as the parameters of the GMM algorithm to fit the model 3. For the fitted data, we regard the distance from the current point to the classification center as the fitting residual and mark the data whose fitting residual exceeds a certain threshold as abnormal.
4. Calculate F 1 -score, find the dividing threshold that maximizes the F 1 -score value.
2) PARTIAL LEAST SQUARES REGRESSION
PLSR is a statistical regression method proposed by Wold et al. [17] . PLSR looks for a linear regression model by projecting prediction variables and observation variables into a new space. Similar to the PCR (Principal Component Regression), PLSR uses m principal components as new variables and carries out least square regression on this basis. Compared with PCR, PLSR essentially reduces the deviation at the expense of increasing a part of the variance. PLSR has already been used in anomaly detection. Wang et al. [18] applied PLSR to automatic traffic event detection algorithm to analyze and identify traffic events based on abrupt changes in traffic parameters. The same idea has also been applied to driver drowsiness recognition based on eye data [19] - [21] . Therefore, PLSR, as a statistical regression and a kind of anomaly detection algorithm, is one of the algorithms that we take part in comparison. The process of PLSR algorithm is shown in Table 1 .
PLSR has two important characteristics: 1. PLSR is a multiple dependent features to multiple independent features regression modeling method. It can solve many problems that could not be solved by ordinary multiple regression in the past. 2. PLSR can realize regression modeling (multiple linear regression), data structure simplification (principal component analysis) and correlation analysis between two groups of variables (canonical correlation analysis) at the same time under one algorithm.
3) WAVELET TRANSFORMATION
For the wavelet transformation algorithm, the most widely used fields are signal processing and image processing. Especially the denoising and compression of signals and images. Since the selection of orthogonal basis in orthogonal wavelets is closer to the actual signal itself than traditional methods, VOLUME 7, 2019 noise can be separated more easily by wavelet transform. In a sense, an abnormal driving behavior is also a kind of noise. Some noise reduction algorithms also have application potential in the field of aggressive driving behavior recognition. Eftekhari and Ghatee [16] built a driving behavior recognize system by using Discrete Wavelet Transformation. The dbN, as one of the most classical wavelet, has been applied in the field of financial time series analysis [22] , [23] . In this paper, db4 wavelet is used to decompose the time series signals of vehicles. Judging whether the data is noise or not by calculating the difference between the reconstructed data and the original data. The following is a brief flow of using wavelet algorithm to process driving data.
1. Standardize data. 2. Use db4 wavelet to decompose the time series 3. Set the highest frequency wavelet coefficients of each layer obtained through decomposition to zero. The noise in the data is removed at this step.
4. Reconstruct the denoised signal from the wavelet coefficients by inverse wavelet transform.
5. Calculating the residual between the original waveform and the reconstructed waveform.
6. Find the dividing point that maximizes the F 1 -score value according to the residual.
In this way, we have obtained a method that can collect noise from the original data. This method also conforms to the time series characteristics of the driving data. Especially for the driving data of the non-stationary time series, compared with the traditional stationary time series analysis method, wavelet analysis can decompose the time series into different levels according to different scales. Then the difference between the sudden driving abnormality and the normal driving state are able to be found.
4) SUPPORT VECTOR REGRESSION
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a common supervised machine learning algorithm. Modern SVM was proposed in the 1990s and is an extremely mature algorithm. In the field of driving behavior, many studies apply SVM to analyze drowsiness state [24] - [26] . In addition, the study of Chen et al. [27] shows that SVM can distinguish abnormal driving behaviors from normal driving behaviors. He points out that some driving behaviors have unique acceleration and directional patterns.
SVR algorithm is the application of SVM in regression problems [28] . It is also applied to the study of anomaly recognition and driving behavior. Wei and Liu [29] uses the track data of the vehicle to study the asymmetric driving behavior by using SVR. Liu et al. [30] used SVR as a benchmark system compared it with the fuzzy prediction and evaluation system for driving fatigue. Based on the above studies, we apply it to this comparative study.
III. DATA SOURCE
We use the dataset published by Ferreira et al. [31] . The dataset was collected by the smartphone IMU. The data from accelerometer, linear acceleration, magnetometer and gyroscope were recorded by a smartphone application. The details of the data are as follows:
1. It includes four driving segments. Each segment having an average length of 13 minutes.
2. The participants in the experiment included two drivers with more than 15 years of driving experience executed the driving events.
3. The sampling frequency of accelerometers and gyroscopes is 50Hz.
4. The weather was sunny. The experiment was carried out on a dry asphalt road.
5. The smartphone for collecting data is Motorola XT 1058, which is fixed on a 2011 Honda Civic.
The distribution and structure of the data are shown in FIGURE 2 below. In addition, each driving segment is evaluated manually and marked with aggressive driving events.
Data from accelerometers and gyroscope data are used as common inputs to the algorithm. These two datasets were collected by accelerometers and gyroscopes respectively. The acceleration includes three directions. The features named as xyz are the acceleration of the vehicle in three directions, in m 2 /s, while heading, pitch, and roll are the rolling conditions of the vehicle in the corresponding axial direction, in rad/s. These six features can fully describe the motion state of the vehicle. The relationship of these properties in space is shown in FIGURE 3.
IV. RESULTS OF DATA ANALYSIS
Since the distribution of abnormal and normal driving behavior in the data is extremely uneven and the dataset is with time series characteristics, it should be realized that simple up-sampling or down-sampling cannot be used when processing the data. The additional data filtering will not only lead to the loss of time information, but also does not adapt to the situation that the algorithm needs to be processed in the real-time practical application. In general, it is sufficient to standardize the data. In order to demonstrate the universality of the algorithm, we did not apply different parameters for different experiments, nor did we carry out additional processing on the data. The problem of imbalanced classes should be handled by the algorithm itself. Also, due to the imbalance between positive and negative samples, as common metrics, Precision, Recall, and F 1 -score are introduced as evaluation metrics. Under the scenario of aggressive driving behavior recognition, the algorithm should be balance between precision and recall. Each algorithm was applied to accelerometer-only dataset, gyroscope-only dataset, and combined dataset respectively. Because the range of acceleration data and gyroscope data is different, we standardized the two groups of data separately and analyzed with the standardized data directly. Z-score was used as the standardized algorithm. The calculation method is expressed by Equation (5).
where x and z are variables before and after standardization, µ is the mean of the sample, σ is the standard deviation of the sample. Firstly, we used GMM algorithm to recognize the anomaly. GMM algorithm does not need to fit each feature sequentially. Instead, it can consider all features in a unified way. GMM algorithm has only one hyper-parameter, which is the number of categories. Theoretically, the prediction residual should decrease with the increase of this parameter, because the number of classifications will keep increasing until each point becomes the center of the classification. However, we found that when the number of classifications was small (less than 30 categories), the SSR of the results fluctuated within the range of ±5% of its average value. Due to the results are very similar and has little influence on the subsequent process, we selected the points that make the SSR smaller as the number of classifications. After obtaining the classification result, we used the distance between each point and its corresponding classification center as a residual. Then their SSR (Residual Sum of Squares) were calculated. Comparing the results with the actual abnormal events, we found that those locations with large SSR values are often the moments when aggressive driving behaviors occur. Therefore, we could use this indicator to screen the abnormal points in this way.
For PLSR algorithm, it can also consider all features in a unified way because it is the regression of multiple dependent variables to multiple independent variables. The number of components to keep was set as 2. After 500 rounds of iteration, the predicted values of all features through regression were obtained. The difference between the predicted values and the real values was used as the fitting residual. Then we calculated their SSR. It can be found that there are much fewer outliers in the results of PLSR than GMM.
Unlike GMM and PLSR, we applied db4 wavelet decomposition to each feature respectively. Next was setting the coefficient of the highest frequency to 0. Then the entire wave has been reconstructed. SSR was calculated from the reconstructed waveform and the original waveform. The result is very similar to that of PLSR. The points with high SSR are also relatively dense. Compare with the absolute value of residual calculated by GMM, that for Wavelet is smaller. The distinction between normal and abnormal States is not as obvious as PLSR algorithm. Even the data marked as normal also has some shorter peaks.
At the same time, another method is used to fit SVR. The Radial basis function was used as the kernel function. The Penalty Parameter C was 2. All the features of the dataset are taken as samples to fit each feature separately. After obtaining the fitting residuals, we found that SVR has achieved the lowest SSR among the four algorithms. Each segment of data is processed in the same way and the average of each piece of results is taken as the final result. Part of the results of these algorithms are shown in FIGURE 4. The vertical red line shows the moment when the aggressive behavior occurs. From this figure, we can find that the SSRs corresponding to most points are at a lower level, while the position with dense high SSR points are often the position where the aggressive event occurs. Also, we can find that the fitting residuals of most points are near zero, while only a few points are offset. The SSR obtained by SVR fitting has a relatively small number of points and a very concentrated distribution in the timestamp. From this point of view, SVR distinguishes the exception data most obviously.
After obtaining SSR, we still cannot directly judge whether abnormal events occur. Instead, we need to set a threshold as a dividing point. When a sufficient number of SSR points larger VOLUME 7, 2019 than the threshold occurs at a certain time, we believe that an abnormal event occurred at that time. However, the value of threshold will affect the result of the algorithm directly. So, we decided to try different thresholds and choose the value that maximizes a certain metrics as the best segmentation point. The scores are shown in FIGURE 5. The horizontal axis in the figure is SSR thresholds, while the vertical axis is the result score corresponding to the thresholds. The figure includes the result curve of precision, recall, F 1 -score. It is free to select the appropriate threshold according to their own requirements for precision and recall, or directly select the threshold that makes F 1 -score the VOLUME 7, 2019 highest as the best. In the figure, only those parts with scores exceeding 0.4 or with obvious changes in metrics are plotted.
From that figure, we can find that precision generally increases with the increase of the threshold and recall decreases with the increase of the threshold. F 1 -score is positively correlated with the threshold when the threshold is small, while negatively correlated when the threshold is large. F 1 -score is a more appropriate choice to evaluate the best results of the algorithm.
Therefore, we can draw a conclusion that the accuracy of the algorithm will obviously change with the change of the threshold value. For the four groups of algorithms, 80% or more of the results recognized by the algorithms are abnormal states at the best time, while the best recall is over 75%. But they cannot achieve the best result at the same time. As can be seen from FIGURE 5, a slight adjustment of threshold value will not affect the results of the three metrics since the curve is stepped, which shows it is robust to use these algorithms to recognize abrupt aggressive driving behavior. When the correct threshold is determined, small changes in the environment will not affect the result.
For comparing the results of the algorithms in these datasets, we computed the highest F 1 -score values for each dataset and algorithm combination. The results are shown in Table 2 . The table also includes the values of other indicators when F 1 -score is optimal. For instance, the first row of data means that GMM algorithm obtains the highest F 1 -score of 0.73 in accelerometer data. At that time, 79% of the abnormal events detected are real aggressive driving behaviors, while 69% of the real aggressive driving behaviors are detected.
Based on the F 1 -score, GMM achieved the best results on average. However, SVR and PLSR can achieve a better result for different types of data sometimes. For example, the results of SVR are better than other algorithms in acceleration data. Compared with other algorithms, the evaluation metrics of SVR have several different characteristics: 1) The evaluation metrics all increase rapidly from 0 to more than 0.5 with the increase of threshold value in the position where SSR is close to zero, 2) After that, all three metrics remained at a high level, especially the change of recall was relatively small, which means that SVR may be more robust in identifying some specific aggressive driving behaviors and is not easily affected by parameters.
It is noteworthy that both GMM and PLSR perform better in the combined dataset than every single dataset. Especially PLSR does not perform satisfactorily in the acceleration data or gyroscope data but achieve the best results among the four algorithms in the combined dataset. At this time, all the identified abnormalities were real aggressive driving behaviors, while 77% of the aggressive driving behaviors were identified. In contrast, Wavelet performed worst in the other two groups of data except for the acceleration data. The performance of wavelet in the combined dataset is the same as that in the acceleration data, which shows that the change of acceleration masks the rotation of the vehicle. The performance of SVR algorithm in the combined dataset lies between the results of two separate datasets, which may be due to the poor effect of SVR on gyroscope data, leading to the final result being dragged down.
Finally, if considering selecting an appropriate algorithm in the actual scene, GMM and SVR will be the better choice if your dataset is limited because they perform better in insufficient data, which is very useful for practical applications. In addition, the two algorithms are not sensitive to SSR threshold selection, since you cannot get the algorithm's quality before the event occurs, a stable and effective algorithm will be a reliable option at this time. Meanwhile, when you expect the best results and have two datasets at the same time, PLSR is an option worth considering.
V. CONCLUSION
This research uses real vehicle experimental data to extract and identify aggressive driving behavior. According to the vehicle motion data collected by the smartphone sensor, the aggressive driving behavior is analyzed and recognized, thus providing a theoretical basis for effectively and dynamically recognizing abrupt aggressive driving behavior. The result shows 1) All four algorithms can recognize the aggressive driving behavior. According to the selection of SSR threshold, we can choose between high precision and high recall; 2) The results of several common anomaly detection algorithms are similar. The F 1 -score of all algorithms can reach more than 0.7 in the combined dataset. Also, the performance of each algorithm to different datasets is different. In contrast, GMM and SVR are superior to the other two algorithms, while PLSR performed the best in the combined dataset; 3) The anomalies recognized from the acceleration data are more obvious than those recognized from the gyroscope data. For GMM and PLSR, the combined dataset is more helpful to the recognition of aggressive driving behavior, while Wavelet and SVR are not sensitive to this; 4) The algorithm is not sensitive to changes in a small range of threshold values. Therefore, when the threshold value is correctly selected, small changes in the environment will not affect the performance of the algorithm.
This article mainly uses data based on mobile phone sensors. In future work, we will use the datasets including dedicated high-precision GPS devices, vehicle distance radar, eye tracker data, and their combination to analyze the characteristics of aggressive driving behaviors and its recognition methods. At the same time, the weight of each feature in the dataset should also be considered. It is necessary to find the weight of features that make the evaluation criteria optimal. He has authored or co-authored more than 10 articles in international journals and conferences. His research interests include intelligent transportation systems, machine learning, traffic data mining, driving behavior, and traffic safety.
